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The package tour services (travel type identification: „Paus“) include the package arran-
gements from the catalogues

• Canary Islands/Marocco/Cape Verde Islands
• Turkey
• Malta
• Egypt/Tunisia
• Balearic Islands/Spain Mainland/Portugal 
• Greece/Cyprus
• Italy
• El Gouna
• Croatia/Bulgaria/Montenegro/Slovenia/Romania
• Germany/The Netherlands/Poland
• Austria/France/Switzerland

as well as the travel services identified as such or as „MIXX“ or „PACK” or “XFTI“ (travel 
type identification) in the Internet.

The modular trip services (travel type identification: „Baus“) include the travel services 
for accommodation, flights and other travel services from the catalogues
• Hawaii
• Campers/Campervans
• Australia/New Zealand/South Sea

which you can combine yourself for your trip in a „modular“ way, and the travel services 
identified as such in the Internet.

The catalogues 
• Africa
• Southeastasia
• Indian Ocean
• Caribbean/Mexico
• Central and South America
• Orient
• USA/Bahamas
• Thailand
• Salalah
• India & Fareast 
• Canada/Alaska
• City Tours

contain both package tour services (travel type identification: „Paus“ or „MIXX“ or 
„PACK“ or “XFTI”) and modular trip services (travel type identification: „Baus“ or „CITY“). 
The classification of the services as package tour services or modular trip services is 
mentioned in their description and/or price table.

If a service offer – except scheduled flights, intercontinental flights and domestic flights in 
the target area, transpacific flights and inter-island flights as well as low-cost flights – 
is not expressly identified as a package tour or modular trip, it will be a package tour 
(travel type identification: „Paus“).

1. Conclusion of the travel contract
Your application for the desired services must be sent in writing – also by email or fax – 
to FTI or to your travel agency.  The travel contract between you and FTI shall be deemed 
concluded upon FTI‘s written booking confirmation/invoice for the applied travel services 
sent to your postal address or your email address, or to your travel agency. 

2. Payment of the travel price / Insurance coverage / Rescission
(1) Together with the booking confirmation/invoice, you will receive the proof of the 
required insurance coverage provided by § 651 k of the German Civil Code [BGB] for all 

payments to be made by you on the booked travel services; such payments shall be made 
in accordance with the following payment terms and conditions and depend upon the 
respective travel type. Upon booking, you declare your consent to the so-called margin 
taxation pursuant to § 25 of the Value Added Tax Law [UstG]. Any diverging agreement 
shall be subject to FTI‘s written confirmation.

•  Payment terms and conditions for package tours (travel type identification: „Paus“ or 
„MIXX“ or „PACK” or “XFTI“):

One advance payment in the amount of 20% (35%, if the package tour services are 
identified as „XFTI“) of the travel price, plus insurance premiums, if any (cf. Subsection 16), 
shall be payable immediately upon receipt of the booking confirmation/invoice and the 
evidence of the security for the refund of the money paid over. The residual amount shall 
be due 30 days before the beginning of the tour without any further request by FTI. Short-
term bookings: If the travel contract is concluded less than 30 days before the beginning 
of the tour, the entire travel price shall be payable immediately. 

This shall not apply if FTI has reserved a right to rescind the contract pursuant to Sub-
section 6 below. In such a case, the payment shall become due when the time-limit for 
exercising the right to rescind the contract has expired and FTI has not exercised it.

•  Payment terms and conditions for modular trip services (travel type identification: 
„Baus“ or „City“):

Payment of the travel services must be made 30 days before the beginning of the trip, at 
the latest.

Short-term bookings: In the case of travel services booked less than 30 days before the 
beginning of the trip, the entire travel price shall be payable immediately.

This shall not apply if FTI has reserved a right to rescind the contract pursuant to Sub-
section 6 below. In such a case, the payment shall become due when the time-limit for 
exercising the right to rescind the contract has expired and FTI has not exercised it.

Payment of the travel services shall be made directly to FTI, or to your travel agency if the 
trip has been booked via the agency. In the case of direct payment to FTI, the payment 
shall be deemed effected in due time if FTI has received it within the time-limit. All pay-
ments shall be made exclusively to the account indicated in the booking confirmation/
invoice, by indicating the booking number mentioned therein.

(2) If a payment and/or advance payment or residual payment has not been effected in 
due time or up to its full amount, FTI, after having set a period of grace, reserves the right 
to rescind the travel contract and to claim damages according to the cancellation rates 
provided in Subsection 9 (2) below.

3. Services / Change of services/prices / Ancillary agreements
(1) The scope of the contractual services is set out in the description of services in the 
FTI catalogue and/or their description on the organizers‘ websites in the Internet, as 
well as the information referring thereto in the booking confirmation/invoice of FTI. Any 
description of services given in the catalogues or the websites of service providers such as 
hotels shall not be binding upon FTI. 

(2) FTI reserves the right to declare changes to the described services and prices before 
conclusion of the contract. In particular, FTI may adjust prices before conclusion of the 
contract if, after publication of the offer, the transport costs, fiscal charges for specific 
services such as port or airport tax have increased, or the exchange rates applicable to 
the package have changed, or if the desired trip can only be made available by purchasing 
additional quotas after publication of the offer.

(3) FTI reserves the right to modify the agreed travel price subsequently to take increases 
of transport costs or increases of fiscal charges for specific services (such as port or airport 
tax) into account. In case of a single-user-related increase or a person-related increase the 

Travel and payment terms and conditions and 
other important notes
The travel services of FTI Touristik GmbH (hereinafter FTI) shall be subject to the follo-
wing travel and payment terms and conditions. The „driveFTI“ services from the catalogue 
„driveFTI“ and/or the Internet and the „Cars & Camper“ services from the Internet shall be 
subject to separate brokerage terms and conditions which you will find in the catalogue 
„driveFTI“ or the Internet (for „driveFTI“ services) and in the Internet (for „Cars & Camper“ 
services).
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exact amount of increase will be charged. In case of an increase per means of transport 
the increase amount will be the single-user-related respectively the person-related 
increase calculated and charged per seat. This shall only apply if the date of departure 
is scheduled more than 4 months after conclusion of the contract and if such increase 
neither was effected, nor was known or foreseeable before conclusion of the contract. 
In case of a person-related increase the the price increase shall amount to the difference 
between the amount applicable at the date of notification of the change and the amount 
applicable at conclusion of the contract. FTI shall promptly notify the customer of any 
such price change. Such subsequent price change shall only be permitted up until the 21st 
day before the beginning of the trip. 

(4) FTI reserves the right to modify material travel services deviating from the agreed 
content of the travel contract, if any such change becomes necessary after conclusion of 
the contract and has not been brought about by FTI in violation of the principle of good 
faith. FTI shall only modify services to the extent that such changes are not substantial 
and do not affect the overall scope and character of the trip. FTI shall promptly inform the 
customer about such material changes of the services after learning about the reason for 
such change.

(5) In the event of any price change of the travel price by more than 5% (Subsection 3 (3)) 
or any substantial change of a material travel service (Subsection 3 (4)), the customer 
shall be entitled to rescind the travel contract without fees, or to request participation 
in another, at least equivalent trip, provided that FTI is able to offer a corresponding trip 
from its product range without additional cost for the customer. The customer shall 
promptly assert such right after FTI‘s notification of the change. It is recommended to do 
this in the written form.

(6) Travel agencies shall not be entitled to confirm ancillary agreements themselves. To 
the extent that such agreements are not expressly confirmed by FTI in the booking con-
firmation/invoice, the requests mentioned in the booking application will be considered 
as non-binding, and FTI assumes no warranty that the requested, but not confirmed 
ancillary services can be actually performed.

4. Transport services / Connection flights
The travel hours on the booked days of flight mentioned in the booking confirmation/in-
voice shall be subject to FTI‘s right to modify services pursuant to above Subsection 3 (4). 
Should you book further connection flights or other transports yourself or should you 
book them via your travel agency, please take this circumstance into account, as well as 
the circumstance that a transport can be delayed for various reasons. If necessary, please 
do not book any connection transport before the exact travel hours are known. 
When booking a connection flight or other transport, please provide for sufficient time 
intervals to buffer possible delays.
In principle, we recommend to choose a tariff allowing for the economical change of 
flight or other means of transport.

5. Passport, visa and health regulations
As a traveller you are responsible for compliance with all regulations relevant for your trip. 
Any impairment resulting from non-compliance shall be to your detriment, unless FTI 
provided insufficient or incorrect information.
If you need a visa for the trip, we recommend clarifying duration and prerequisites for the 
grant of such visa with the competent consulate/embassy before booking.
FTI will inform you about all known health regulations and recommended prophylactic 
measures for the respective target area. In addition, we recommend contacting your 
doctor and/or tropics institute.

6. Minimum number of participants
If the minimum number of participants set out in the description of services is not 
attained, FTI shall be entitled to rescind the contract. The rescission must be notified up 
to 2 weeks before the beginning of the trip. Any payments already made by the customer 
shall be refunded.

7. Substitute
FTI charges € 30.00 per person if the customer uses the statutory possibilities of the travel 
contract law and designates a substitute person, if he/she does not use the travel services 
him/herself. To the extent that, due to such change of person, further costs are incurred by 
the service providers (e.g. ticket costs etc.), such costs will be charged separately.

8. Change of booking
Upon request of the customer, FTI, within the period of validity of the respective catalo-
gue and subject to availability of the alternative within the booked travel type („Paus“ or 
„Baus“ or „City“), agrees to once change the date, destination, place of departure of the 
trip as well as the type of accommodation or transport up until the 30th day to departure 
(„change of booking“). A processing fee in the amount of € 30 per person will be charged 
for such change of booking in addition to the price of the new trip configuration. No 
processing fee will be charged for a change of booking up until 24 h before the rental start 

of services of the type „driveFTI“. To the extent that, as a result of such change of booking, 
further costs are incurred by the service providers (e.g. ticket costs etc.), such costs will 
be charged separately. If such change of booking results in the removal of material travel 
services (hotel, flight, etc.), FTI will charge the pro rata flat compensation provided by 
Subsection 9 (2) below. A change of booking shall be excluded for trips with scheduled 
flights, for trips marked XFTI, for trips of the „MIXX“ type, for trips of the „gold by FTI“ 
product range, for round tours of any type, for campers & campervans not belonging to 
the „Cars & Camper“ product range, for cruises as well as for booked single services and 
travel services with a deviating compensation rate pursuant to  the  compensation rate 
named under Letter D disclosed at the end of these terms and conditions. 

9. Rescission
(1) The customer shall be entitled to rescind the contract at any time before the beginning 
of the trip. The rescission shall be deemed notified in due time if FTI receives the notice of 
rescission before beginning of the trip. It is recommended to send the notice of rescission 
by registered letter/recorded delivery. In such a case, FTI shall be entitled to a reasonable 
compensation pursuant to § 651i BGB. 
If package tour services have been booked (travel type identification: „Paus“ or „MIXX“ 
or „PACK“ or “XFTI”) calculation of the compensation shall be based on the date of the 
beginning of the first contractual service performed. Such date shall be deemed to apply 
to the calculation of the compensation for all further services. 
If modular travel services have been booked (travel type identification: „Baus“ or „CITY“) 
calculation of the compensation shall be based on the date of the beginning of each 
contractual service. If several individual services were to be performed, the cancellation 
fees shall be calculated individually and then added.

(2) FTI takes advantage of the possibility to set down its compensation claim as a lump-
sum pursuant to § 651i (3) BGB. These compensation rates are disclosed at the end of 
these terms and conditions. 

(3) The customer shall always have the possibility to prove that the organizer has not 
suffered any loss at all as a result of the cancellation, or only a loss that is lower than the 
amount of the provided flat compensation. In such cases, calculation of the compensati-
on shall be based on the circumstances prevailing in that specific case.

(4) FTI shall remain entitled to receive full payment of the entire trip price even if the 
customer does not line up for the trip or does not use individual services included in the 
price.
As a matter of principle, FTI will try to be refunded by service providers any cost saved 
when a customer does not use a booked service. To the extent that such costs saved are 
refunded to FTI, FTI will refund them to the customer. 

10. Car rentals
(1) If you rent a car in connection with other services, please note the following general 
indications. To the extent that bookings under „driveFTI“ become part of the contract, 
the rental and brokerage terms and conditions stated in the „driveFTI“ catalogue or in the 
Internet under „driveFTI“ shall apply to bookings under the rental car programme „driveF-
TI“; the rental and brokerage terms and conditions stated in the Internet under „Cars & 
Camper“ shall apply to bookings under the rental car programme „Cars & Camper“. 

Vehicle categories
As a rule, reservations and confirmations shall refer only to the booked vehicle category, 
and never to a specific model. 
Car rental services maintain vehicle fleets that include several models of comparable size 
and equipment. Therefore, they reserve the right to provide customers with an equivalent 
or higher-ranking vehicle than the vehicle quoted as an example in the offer, which in 
no case shall entitle the customer to any claim, on the ground of e.g. increased fuel 
consumption or the like.

Deductible
In general, most car rental services require customers to provide a security deposit by cre-
dit card or in cash when picking up the car. In the event of accidents, damage to and theft 
of the rented vehicle, this security deposit is retained by the car rental company for the 
deductible. This deductible is assumed by FTI if the car rental is booked in advance, which 
means that in such cases conclusion of a separate insurance with the car rental company 
to exclude payment of the deductible by the customer is not necessary. 

The following shall be excluded from refund:
•  any damage resulting from the customer‘s disregard of rental terms and conditions
• grossly negligent behaviour or drunken driving
•  if the vehicle has been booked from the rental car programme „Cars & Camper“: any 

damage to the oil pan or underfloor (except USA)
• follow-up costs such as hotels, phone calls, or haulage
• loss of, or damage to the car key
•  cost of private objects damaged during an accident or stolen from the car 
No refund will be granted either if the main damage is not settled by the local insurance 
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(under a part comprehensive or full coverage policy), since in such cases gross negligence 
is assumed.
If a damaging event occurs, the customer must mandatorily do the following at once:
• notify the car rental station immediately
•  report the event to the police immediately and, if a third party is involved in the acci-

dent or the damage is due to vandalism, have the police compile a report
•  have the car rental station compile and sign a damage report upon return of the vehicle 

In order to secure refund of the deductible by FTI, the following documents must be sent 
to FTI Customer Service:
• damage and police report
• copy of the rental contract
•  proof of payment of the deductible (by statement of your credit card account, receipt 

upon payment in cash, or statement of account after transfer)

(2) As for the rest, we refer also to our Section „What else should you know“ and to the 
general indications on one-way rentals, driving restrictions, required documents, border 
traffic, services included, insurance services and additional insurance policies.

11. Identity of the airline performing the booked flight services
As provided by EU Regulation no. 2111/05, we draw your attention to the organizer‘s duty 
to inform the customer before conclusion of the contract about the identity of the airline 
that will perform the transport services to the destination and back, if this airline is alrea-
dy known at this stage. In this respect, we refer to the information about the performing 
airlines given in the respective description of services. If the airline is not yet known, 
we will inform you about the airline expected to perform the flight before conclusion of 
the contract. As soon as the airline is known and determined, we will ensure that you 
will receive such information as quickly as possible. This shall apply to any change of the 
airline as well.

12. Warranty, remedy, termination, reduced period of limitation 
If in your opinion the performed travel services are defective, please contact promptly 
the person named in the trip documents in order to allow the defect(s) to be remedied. 
If you fail to notify the defect(s) to this contact person, this may result in your being no 
longer entitled to any claims (for reduction of the purchase price, damages) based on 
such defect(s). You will not be entitled to terminate the travel contract pursuant to § 651e 
BGB before having granted FTI a reasonable time-limit to remedy the defect(s), unless 
such remedy is impossible, or is refused by FTI, or if immediate termination of the travel 
contract is justified by particularly serious reasons.
Irrespective of your duty to notify a defect on the spot, you must assert any claims for 
reduction of the purchase price/damages directly to FTI in Munich within a time-limit of 
one month from the contractually provided end of the trip. It is recommended to do this 
in writing. The statutory period of limitation shall be reduced to 12 months for claims for 
reduction of the purchase price pursuant to § 651d BGB, for claims for damages pursuant 
to § 651 f BGB, as well as for those claims under the travel contract pursuant to §§ 651c to 
651f BGB that are subject to the limitation of liability provided by Subsection 14 below. 
The statutory period of limitation starts with the last day of the trip according to the 
travel contract.  

13. Extrajudicial settlement at  consumer arbitration boards
FTI ist not obliged to take part in extrajudicial settlement actions at  consumer arbitration 
boards and also does not take part in extrajudicial settlement actions at consumer 
arbitration boards.

14. Limitation of liability
To the extent that a loss has neither been brought about by FTI‘s wilful misconduct nor 
gross negligence, or that FTI is solely liable as a result of a service provider‘s fault, FTI‘s 
contractual and delictual liability for any damage not based on injury to a person‘s life, 
body or health shall be limited to the triple amount of the tour price. Any claim exceeding 
this amount under applicable international agreements or regulations based on such 
agreements shall not be affected by the limitation of liability.

15. No assignment of claims
Any assignment of claims under and in connection with the travel contract shall be exclu-
ded, unless the assignee has declared by virtue of his/her separate signature at booking 
to assume liability also for the contractual obligations of the person(s) who assigned the 
rights under the travel contract to him/her.

16. Travel insurance
Travel insurance is not included in the prices of the trips, unless expressly stated other-
wise. We recommend taking out cancellation cost, liability, health and accident insurance.
To the extent that FTI or your travel agency offer such travel insurance policies, this is 
only a brokerage service. The insurance contract will be exclusively concluded between 
the customer and the indicated travel insurance company. Claims may only be asserted 
directly to the insurance company. Please observe the insurance terms and conditions 

and duties under the insurance contract. Insurance premiums are not included in the trip 
price and shall be payable immediately upon conclusion of the insurance contract, which 
cannot be rescinded.

17. Limitation of liability in international air transport
In the event of the death of, or injury to a traveller, delayed arrival of travellers and/or 
their luggage as well as destruction, loss of, or damage to their travel luggage, liability 
in international air transport is governed by the regulations of the Warsaw or Montreal 
Agreement.
You will find comprehensive information on this topic in the Internet under www.fti.de 
„Kundeninfo“.

18. Liability of passenger sea carriers 
In the event of the death of, or injury to passengers, the loss of, or damage to their lugga-
ge, the loss of, or damage to objects of value as well as a loss of, or damage to mobility 
or other special equipment of passengers with mobility restrictions, the liability of 
passenger sea carriers shall be governed by Regulation (EC) No. 392/2009 of the European 
Parliament and the Counsel dated 23 April 2009 on the liability of passenger sea carriers 
in the event of accidents. For more details on the applicable provisions and rights of tra-
vellers under this Regulation, we refer to out Internet site www.fti.de under „Kundeninfo“.

19. Cancellation right
Pursuant to § 312 II No. 4a BGB, the cancellation right provided by § 312g BGB does not ap-
ply to contracts on travel services pursuant to § 651a BGB which are concluded by phone, 
via Internet, or by other remote communication means.

20. Place of jurisdiction
The place of jurisdiction of FTI is Munich. If FTI‘s contractual partner has no general place 
of jurisdiction in Germany, and/or if the party whose liability is at stake transfers his/her/
its seat or place of residence away from the area of applicability of the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany after conclusion of the contract, or if his/her/its seat or place of 
residence is not known at the date of bringing an action, or if FTI‘s contractual partner is a 
businessman, the agreed place of jurisdiction shall be Munich.

Your contract partner: 
FTI Touristik GmbH, Landsberger Strasse 88, 80339 Munich, registered with the Local 
Court of Munich under HRB 71745
Last amended: 08.11.2016

Pursuant to subsection 9 (2): 
Compensation rates for travel services of FTI Touristik GmbH. 
The compensation rates contemplated under Subsection 9 (2) are announced as follows: 

A. Package tour service with included  charter flight (travel type identification PAUS) / 
on land arrangement with or without RIT (Rail-Inclusive-Tours)-train journey like hotel, 
round trips, excursions, transfers (travel type identification PAUS,BAUS) and hotel only 
with or without RIT(Rail-Inclusive-Tours)-train journey to events/fairs and public holidays 
at the final destination (travel type identification CITY, BAUS or PAUS) and Hotel-only in 
the destinations USA and Canada (travel type identification CITY, BAUS or PAUS):):
up until the 30th day to departure    25%
29th – 22nd day to departure    30%
21st – 15th day to departure    40%
14th – 10th day to departure    55%
9th – 7th day to departure    75%
6th – 3rd day to departure    80%
2nd day to departure up to actual departure  85%
of the tour price.

B. Package tour service with included scheduled flight (travel type identification PAUS) 
and package tour services with the identification XFTI (travel type identification MIXX):
up until the 30th day to departure    35%
29th – 22nd day to departure    45%
21st – 15th day to departure    55%
14th – 10th day to departure    65%
9th – 7th day to departure    75%
6th – 3rd day to departure    80%
2nd day to departure up to actual departure  85%
of the tour price.

C.  Flight only (travel type identification PAUS):
up until the 30th day to departure   50%
29th - 3rd day to departure   75%
2nd day to departure up to actual departure  85%
of the tour price.
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D. Compensation rates diverging from the standard rates above A, B and C:

Catalogue city tours:
Hotel only with or without RIT train journey (travel type identification: CITY or BAUS)
except events/fairs and holidays at the final destination:
Free-of-charge cancellation until 14:00 h on the day before arrival (beginning of service 
provision), thereafter 85 % of the tour price.

Hotel only with included individual service (travel type identification CITY, PAUS BAUS 
or MIXX):
up until 41st day to departure    25%
40th - 32nd day to departure     30%
31st - 22nd day to departure     40%
21st - 17th day to departure      60%
16th day to departure up to actual departure       80%
of the tour price.

Catalogue Germany/The Netherlands/Poland: 
Appartements, holiday homes and houseboats with or without RIT(Rail Inclusive Tours):
up until 46th day to departure   25%
45th - 36th day to departure   50%
35th - 4th day to departure   80%
3rd day to departure up to actual departure  90%
of the tour price

Catalogue Austria/France/Switzerland
Appartements, holiday homes and houseboats with or without RIT(Rail Inclusive Tours):
up until 46th day to departure   25%
45th - 36th day to departure   50%
35th - 4th day to departure   80%
3rd day to departure up to actual departure  90%
of the tour price

Catalogue Africa: 
Train journey Rovos Rail (p. 55); Pearls of Africa (p. 56-57); Pilanesberg Game Reserve  
(p. 105); Idube Lodge (p.108); Motswari Game Lodge (p.110); Lukimbi Safari Lodge (p. 113); 
Garden Route Game Lodge (p. 102); African Anthology (p. 162); Desert & Delta (p. 154, 
159-165); Wilderness Safaris (p. 156, 161-165, 173); Khwai Guest House/Machaba (p.159); 
Fly In Safaris (p. 171); Hwange Safari Lodge (p. 173):
up until 60th day to departure   25%
59th – 30th day to departure   50%
29th day to departure up to actual departure  95% 
of the tour price. 

Catalogue Africa: 
Rest camp (p. 116-117); Game Reserves/Lodges: Gondwana (p. 102); Rhino Walking Safaris 
& Plains (p.113) / Under One Botswana Sky (p.158-163); Sibuya (p.104); Welgevonden 
Game Reserve (p.106); Tutwa Desert Lodge (p. 115); Royal Zambezi (p. 175), Stanley Safari 
Lodge (p. 168); Ilala Lodge (p.169); Fruit & Spice (p. 249): 
up until the 30th day to departure    25% 
29th – 15th day to departure    50% 
14th day to departure up to actual departure  95% 
of the tour price. 

Catalogue Africa: 
All services of the service provider Nomad (ab p.178); Private Game Reserves/Lodges: 
Makalali (p.114); Kuzuko (p.103); One & Only Cape Town (p. 77);  La Residence  
(p. 79); Camdeboo (p. 103) NWR – Namibia Wildlife Resorts: Waterberg Camp (p. 140); 
Popa Falls (p.141); Dolomite Camp / Camp Halali / Camp Okaukuejo / Camp Namutoni  
(p. 143); Ai-Ais Resort (p. 149); Sossus Dune Lodge (p. 150); Round trip in Malawi:  
The warm heart of Africa (p. 177):
up until the 30th day to departure    25% 
29th – 15th day to departure    50% 
14th – 8th day to departure    75% 
7th day to departure up to actual departure   95% 
of the tour price. 

Catalogue Africa: 
Motswiri Safari Lodge (p.105):
up until the 30th day to departure    50% 
29th – 15th day to departure    70% 
14th day to departure up to actual departure   95% 
of the tour price. 

Catalogue Africa: 
All services of the service provider Norman Carr (p.160-161); Babylonstoren (p. 79);  
Singita/Sabi Sabi (p. 109); Botswana Kaleidoskop (p. 155); Botswana per Allwheel  
(p. 157); Masai Mara & Serengeti (p. 206-207):
up until 91st day to departure   25%
90th – 60th day to departure   50%
59th – 30th day to departure   75%
29th day to departure up to actual departure   95%
of the tour price.

Catalogue Africa: 
Round trips and safaris in Ethiopia, Ruanda, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania: The highlights 
of Ethiopia (p. 191); Untouched Uganda (p. 193); Wonder world Uganda & Ruanda (p. 
194); Big Kenya Safari (p. 200-201); Short safari Tsavo Ost/Severin Tsavo Safari (p. 202);  
Ngutuni Safari / Impressions Tsavo Ost & West (p. 203); Amboseli&Tsavo/Colourful Ke-
nya (p. 204); Sambura & Mount Kenya (p.205); Big Tansania Safari (p. 208-209); Tansania 
Explorer (p. 210); Tanzania Air Safari (p. 211); Selous (p.212)
up until 32nd day to departure   20%
31st – 16th day to departure   50%
15th day to departure up to actual departure  95% 
of the tour price. 

Catalogue Central and South America: 
Round trips, round trips with rental cars and short tours:
Expedition through Costa Rica and Panama (p. 38), Fascinating Central America (p. 76f), 
Heritage of the Maya (p. 78f), The north of Peru (p. 122), The lines of Nazca (p. 122), 
Iquitos - Adventure Amazonas (p. 123), Arequipa, Colca Canyon & Titicaca Lake (p. 125), 
Andean Explorer and Titicaca Lake (p. 125), On the Inca tracks (p. 126), Inca Trail and 
Cuzco (p. 127), Salkantay-Trek and Cuzco (p. 127), Rio Intensely (p. 140), Carneval in Rio 
(p. 140), Colonial Paraty (p. 141), Ilha Grande (p. 141), World Natural Heritage Iguaçu (p. 
142), Historic Salvador (p. 142), Serra Verde Express & Honey Island (p. 143), Pantanal – 
magnificent swamp (p. 143), Uyuni Salt Desert (p. 160), Uyuni & Atacama - Magic of the 
desert (p. 160), Tango, Samba & Thundering Waterfalls (p. 162), Natural Uruguay (p. 177), 
Uruguay Independiente (p. 177)
up until 61st day to departure   25%
60th day – 15th day to departure   50%
14th day to departure up to actual departure  95%
of the tour price.

Catalogue Central and South America: 
The Andes, coast & Galapagos (p. 98f), Colourful Ecuador (p. 98f), Galápagos Island 
Hopping (p. 98f), Treasures of Ecuador (p. 100), Galapagos Island stay (p. 104), South 
America Compact (p. 112f), Experience Peru and Ecuador (p. 114f), Marvels between Two 
Oceans (p. 116), Peru and Columbia - Highlands and Caribbean (p. 117), Experience Peru 
and Bolivia (p. 118), In the Inca Empire (p. 119), Holy Land of the Incas (p. 120), Highlights 
of Peru (p. 121), Brazilian Mosaic (p. 136f), Brazil - Country of Superlatives (p. 138), Brazili-
en Triangle (p. 139), Argentina Contrasts (p. 160f), Argentina & Chile - Between Fire & Ice 
(p.163), Patagonia - Untouched Paradise (p. 174f), Manycoloured South America (p. 176), 
Multifaceted South America (p. 188f), Miracles of South America (p. 192f), Desert, The 
Andes and Incas (p. 192f), Across South America (p. 192f), Mystic of The Andes (p. 190f)
up until 61st day to departure   25%
60th day – 34th day to departure   50%
33rd day to departure up to actual departure  95%
of the tour price.

Catalogue Central and South America: 
Lodges / Haciendas / Camps:
Harmony (p. 49), Lapa Rios (p. 49), Scalesia Lodge (p. 105), Hotel Silberstein (p. 105), Ad-
venture Posada Amazonas (p. 124), Hacienda Concepcion (p. 124), Amazon Ecopark Lodge 
(p. 144), Amazon Village (p. 144), Club Tapiz (p. 169), Alto Atacama Desert Lodge (p. 202), 
Tierra Atacama Hotel & Spa (p. 202), Tierra Patagonia (p. 203), Patagonia Camp (p. 203)
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue USA/Bahamas
Appartments/holiday flats/holiday homes with the Identification FEWO:
up until 46th day to departure   25%
45th day – 21st day to departure    50%
20th day – 3rd day to departure   80%
2nd day to departure up to actual departure   85%
of the tour price 
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Wedding packages Bellagio Hotel:
up until the 30th day to departure    25%
29th – 7th day to departure    75%
6th day to departure up to actual departure   95%
of the tour price 

Catalogue Camper:
All services of the service provider „Touring Cars“:
up until the 30th day to departure    25%
29th – 16th day to departure    50%
15th day to departure up to actual departure   95%
of the tour price 

Catalogue Canada/Alaska
Terra Nostra Guest Ranch (p. 142), Algonquin Provincial Park, Algonquin Log Cabin 
Retreat (p. 204), Best of Niagara Wine Country Cycling Tour (p. 205), Seal Cove Adventure 
(p. 249), Stay in a Lighthouse (p. 262), Northern Lights of the Yukon (p. 269)
the following cancellation policies apply:
up to 46th day to departure   25%
45th - 21st day to departure   50%
20th - 3rd day to departure   80%
2nd day to departure up to actual departure  85%

Alaska & Yukon Highlights from Anchorage (p. 60-61), Northern Coast Mountains from 
Whitehorse (p. 62-63), Celebrity Summit (p. 114), Celebrity Solstice (p. 115), Celebrity 
Millenium (p. 115), Norwegian Gem (p. 116), Norwegian Dawn (p. 116), Norwegian Pearl 
(p. 117), Norwegian Sun (p. 117), Anthem of the Seas (p. 118), Explorer of the Seas (p. 119), 
Radiance of the Seas (p. 119), Alaska Railroad Traintravel (p. 123), Via Rail Traintravel 
(p. 125), Rocky Mountaineer Traintravel  (p. 127-131), Spirit Bear Lodge Package (p. 138), 
Grizzlybears of Knight Inlet (p. 138), Tweedsmuir Park Lodge, Grizzy Bear Safari (p.139), 
Clayoquot Wilderness Resort (p.139), Best of Haida Gwaii (p. 140), Pyna-Tee-Ah Lodge 
Bear Whisperer (p. 140), Tyax Wilderness Resort & Spa (p. 142), Campbell Hills Guest 
Ranch (p. 143), Sundance Explorer/ Overnight at Sundance Lodge (p. 176),  Canadian 
Photo Adventure (p. 176), Tundra Buggy Lodge (p. 194), Belugas, Bears & Blooms (p. 195), 
Churchill Town & Tundra (p. 195), Taste of the Arctic Spring/Sumer (p. 200), Blachford 
Lake Lodge (p. 200), Quintessential Canada  (p. 204), Sacacomie Relaxation Package 
(p.230), Raid Mekinak Snowmobile (p.230), Marine Atlantic-Ferries (p. 246), Bay Ferries 
(p. 247) Tagish Wilderness Resort Package (p. 268), Inconnun Lodge Package (p. 268), Inn 
on the Lake (p. 270), Alaska Marine Highway (p. 276), Kodiak Brown Bear Center (p. 278), 
Katmai Nationalpark & Brooks with Overnight in King Salmon (p.278), Winterlake Lodge 
Package (p. 279), Brooks Range Overnight Adventure (p. 279), Discovers‘ Glacier Country“ 
(p.277).
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue Balearic Islands/Spain Mainland/Portugal:
Round trip Azoren Island Hopping in the Atlantic: 
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue India & Fareast:
Train journeys: 
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue Canary Islands/Marocco/Cape Verde Islands:
Round trips Cape Verde Islands: 
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue Caribbean/Mexico:
Catamaran cruises: Caribbean Islands Dreams from/to Martinique (p. 157)
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue Southeastasia
Boat trips/Riverboat Cruises/Train journeys/Beach hotels in Myanmar:
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogues USA/Bahamas, Canada/Alaska, Hawaii, Southeastasia, Thailand, Central and 
South America as well as Australia/New Zealand/South Sea:
Holiday cruises / Boat trips / Riverboat cruises/adventure tours/Train journeys:
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Catalogue USA/Bahamas, Canada/Alaska:
Motor bikes:
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply, which 
you will find in the important information on „Eagle rider Motorbikes“.

Catalogue Hawaii: 
Charm Hotels / Round tours by bus and rented cars / Wedding packages:
The separate cancellation terms and conditions of our service providers shall apply. These 
will be provided by your travel agency or our reservation department before booking.

Car rental:
Free of charge within the services „driveFTI“ until 24 h before the beginning of the rental, 
a fee of € 30.00 per car rental within the „Cars & Camper“ services until 24 h before the 
beginning of the rental. This provision shall only apply to cancellations of rented cars, 
but not to cancellations of combined trips or cancellations of rented all-terrain vehicles, 
campers or campervans, which shall be subject to the above-mentioned flat cancellation 
rates, unless distinct compensation rates of individual service providers are indicated. 

Scheduled flights, intercontinental flights, transpacific flights and domestic flights in the 
target area:
The terms and conditions of the airline that are applicable to the flight and tariff chosen 
by you will be provided to you by the reservation department before booking the selected 
flight tariff.

Booked individual services such as e.g. concert, opera, theatre, ball tickets, transport 
tickets (such as underground train, railway, bus), ferry tickets, ski passes, green fees, city 
round tours, tickets for museums, à-la-carte excursions, individual transfers and limousine 
service shall not be subject to flat cancellation rates, but must be accounted for individu-
ally, whereby cancellation costs in the amount of up to 100% may result.

Distinct compensation rates diverging from the above-mentioned rates shall apply to the 
extent that these separate rates are stated in the description of services. 

Please read also the following 

Important Notes

Air-conditioning / Swimming Pools / Sunbeds and Beach Umbrellas
Please understand that, in order to save energy, the air-conditioning will only be working 
at certain times, depending on the outside temperature. Whether and when the air-con-
ditioning (individual or central) is switched on will be decided by the hotel managers. 
Please be aware that not every heatable swimming pool will actually be heated. Outdoor 
pools in hotels are in general not heated and, during the winter months, can only be 
used if the weather so allows. Sunbeds and beach umbrellas are available in most hotels 
around the pool and on the beach. Depending on occupancy, it is not always possible to 
supply every guest with a sunbed and a beach umbrella. Free-of-charge use of sunbeds, 
beach umbrellas and bath towels on the beach is indicated specifically; in all other cases, 
a fee must be paid on site.

Animation and Entertainment
Since many hotels have international guests, we kindly ask for your understanding that 
Animation and/or Entertainment programmes may not always be in German. In many 
cases, they are carried out in several languages, it being decisive which nationality is 
represented most. This shall also apply to child care. With Entertainment programmes it 
may be somewhat louder in the evenings.

Beaches
In general, beaches are public property and the respective municipality will be responsib-
le for keeping them clean. The hoteliers try in general to keep the beach section in front 
of their hotel clean; however, due to alluvial deposits of all type coming from the sea, 
pollution sometimes cannot be avoided. Please note that there might be areas where the 
usage of the beach or swimming is restricted. One reason could be tides, so swimming 
may in some areas only be possible with limitations. You will find further information on 
our introduction page.  

Board / All Inclusive
In the half-board, full-board and all inclusive tours, the booked service begins on the day 
of arrival with dinner and ends on the day of departure with breakfast. In the event of 
late arrival at the hotel or early departure, hotels are not obliged to serve dinner or bre-
akfast. All inclusive generally includes all meals, beginning with dinner and ending with 
breakfast, as well as local alcoholic drinks, soft drinks, as well as sports and entertainment 
services. Please note the exact descriptions of services in the individual all inclusive 
service offers. In most of the facilities, a plastic bracelet for identification must be worn 
during the stay, or you will receive a plastic card instead. During the low season, the offer 
of board may diverse from the offer during main season. During low season the hotel 
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may not always be able to offer a buffet. In order to get the full range of board the guest 
will be able to eat A-La-Card as an alternative. 

Changes of Booking and Cancellations on Site
Please note that you have concluded a travel contract with FTI about individual booked 
services which you cannot modify unilaterally. Any change of booking at destination is 
made outside our area of influence and does not lead to our refunding any of the original-
ly booked services. In such cases, we refund only the so-called „cost savings“, meaning the 
costs that the service provider does not charge to us. In most cases, this is clearly less than 
the customer expects. If you do not want to use individual services at your destination 
(e.g. hotel accommodation, because you changed your route), please inform our agencies 
promptly, since otherwise the hotel will charge the price up to its full amount, so that we 
will not be able to refund anything.

Construction Activities
Due to increasing demand and popularity and the extension of tourist zones resulting th-
erefrom, construction activities may be under way. They are often started at short notice 
and we can neither prevent nor predict them. We will inform you as early as possible if 
and when we learn about such impairments.

Credit Cards 
VISA, MasterCard, and American Express are welcome worldwide – and you are welcome 
to pay your FTI holiday trip with credit card. A pro rata fee, based on the total price of 
the trip, will be charged. You will be informed about the exact amount of the fee before 
booking. In Switzerland, you can only pay your holiday trip with VISA or MasterCard. 

Entry Regulations 
Every traveller shall be responsible for compliance with the valid entry and exit regula-
tions in the respective tourist country. Please make sure that you possess a valid identity 
card, passport or, if required, a valid visa. 
Binding information will be provided by embassies and consulates. 
German, Austrian and Swiss nationals will find the entry regulations applicable in their 
holiday destination country online. Nationals from other countries must inquire entry 
regulations applicable to them at the respective embassies and consulates, since different 
regulations may apply. Minors who travel without a legal guardian must carry a notarized 
letter of attorney at all times. 

Groups
All conditions agreed with our contract hotels are valid for single bookings only. Therefore 
group bookings (also those split into several bookings) are not accepted by the hotels. We 
are pleased to prepare special arrangements for groups of more than 9 persons. In this 
case please adress yourself to the FTI groups department.

Health on Trips
In many countries food is cooked differently from what you are used to at home. Therefo-
re intestinal disorders may result, especially in the beginning of your holiday. To prevent 
this, a few tips are helpful: you should eat mainly fried or cooked food and fruit peeled 
by yourself only. Avoid ice cubes in drinks and do not drink tap water, but only bottled mi-
neral water. Should you suffer from intestinal disorders, despite all precaution measures, 
carry a first aid kit equipped with helpful medicine.

Health Information
Travellers should get information about infection and vaccination protection as well 
as other preventive measures as early as possible; in addition, medical advice should 
be sought on thrombosis and other health risks. We refer to the general information 
provided by health departments, doctors experienced in travel medicine and tropical me-
dicine, travel medicine information services or the federal agency for health information 
(Bundeszentrale für gesundheitliche Aufklärung), in particular.

Hotel Facilities in the Low Seasons (early season and off-season)
Please note that, during the low seasons, some hotel facilities and outdoor pools may 
only be available with restrictions or not at all. Similarly, the times of child care facilities 
may be limited in the low seasons.

Hotel Rooms
According to international hotel regulations, you are requested to vacate your room on 
the day of departure until noon. On the day of arrival, you may move into your room 
between 14 and 16 h in general. The accommodation descriptions refer to double rooms. 
“Double Room” means either one double-bed or two single beds.   Double rooms with 
an additional bed are equipped with a sofa bed, a sofa or a couch, depending upon the 
furnishings of the hotel. Such additional bed may be shorter and/or less wide than a 
normal bed. Single rooms differ from double rooms in location, furnishings and size. 
In many hotels double rooms are available for the use as a single room. In the case of 
studios, apartments and family rooms, the respective price line indicates the maximum 
number of persons as well as the furnishings. Fees for cleaning studios and apartments 

do not include dishwashing, in general. The stated size of the room always means floor 
space including balcony or terrace unless indicated specifically
Nights-flights / Arrival or Departure during the night
The international Hotel conditions even apply, if your Arrival or Departure is during the 
night or in the early morning. Please refer to “Hotel Rooms” and “Board/ All Inclusive” 

Introduction Page 
The temperatures on the climate charts are always average peaks. 

Maps
FTI cannot assume any warranty for its general information on holiday destinations 
(places of interest, city maps, infrastructure), which is provided as at editorial deadline 
and is subject to errors and changes.

Round Tours
Our round tour offers do not claim to be study tours. The usually local, state-examined 
tour guides do not always speak perfect German. Depending on the circumstances, the 
route may be changed, but the character of the round tour will not be affected.  Our 
group tours are always accompanied by German speaking tour guides, When you book 
a private tour you have the choice between a new tour guide at every destination or the 
possibility to keep one tour guide for the whole trip for an additional charge. 
When the tour guides change at every destination, you will have an English speaking 
driver during the driving route, who is not a tour guide.  For every item on the agenda 
there will be a tour guide waiting for you at the destination. In the bigger cities German 
speaking tour guides are available. If that is not the case the tour will be held in English. 
The approximate distance indications in km refer in general to the direct distance from A 
to B and may deviate from the actually driven kilometres. Please note that in cases of bad 
weather or traffic there may be significant deviations in the indicated journey time. We 
ask for your kind understanding. 

Safety in Waters
Swimming and bathing in open waters may be dangerous. Currents and surf waves in 
the sea are easily underestimated and one‘s own physical strength overestimated. Please 
make sure that your children are permanently under observation – also on the hotel 
pool. In principle, you should only go to guarded beaches and not swim alone. Please 
pay attention to the warning flags and find out what they mean. Before swimming and 
bathing at public beaches and in open waters we recommend getting information about 
local conditions and weather influences – in your hotel, from the supervisory staff or from 
other people who know the location. 

Special Luggage
Special luggage must be notified to the carrying airline in due time and paid for. Detailed 
information is available at your travel agency. Please keep in mind that the transfer of 
bulky luggage (bicycles, surf boards, diving equipment, golf equipment, etc.) from / to 
the hotel is only possible on request, and the transport cost is not included in the price of 
the trip.

Sports and Entertainment
Sports and entertainment programmes are offered depending upon availability and pro-
gramme of the respective hotel. Renting of sports equipment may be possible depending 
upon local availability. In the low seasons, some sports and entertainment programmes 
may not be available. The indicated water sports are usually offered by local agencies and 
thus are not hotel services. 

Stopover
If you plan on using your waiting time in case of a stopover for any activities (for example 
a city tour), please note, that you have to be back at the airport in time for the check-in for 
the next flight (at least 1,5 hours ahead of the next flight). Otherwise your transportation 
can not be guaranteed. 

Support at Destination / Travel Management
If you wish to book additional services during your stay, or if a problem arises, in many 
locations the staff of our local partner agency will assist and support you. Please keep 
in mind that the hotels do not always have regular consulting times. Further details are 
included in your travel documents. 

Transfer
When arriving at your target airport, you will be expected by either your tour manager or 
the driver of the local agency who will organize your transfer to the booked hotel, if this 
service is included in your travel arrangement. Please bear in mind that several hotels 
may be served by one bus, and our tour manager may not always be able to accompany 
you personally to your hotel. So please check yourself that your complete luggage is 
packed into the bus and taken from the bus.  If you book solely individual services with 
requirement T via our service team, you will have to pay a service charge of € 10,00 per 
procedure. The service fee does not apply for bookings which are combined with land 
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services. 

Travels to Other Countries
„Other countries, other customs!“ In nearly all our holiday destinations, people have 
a completely different attitude towards life and live in a different rhythm. In southern 
countries, life often takes place outside in the evenings and nights. Therefore, please 
understand that the noise resulting therefrom cannot be avoided. 

Vermin
In southern countries, in particular, there are more insects and therefore the use of 
repellents and pesticides cannot always be avoided. 

Water and Energy Supply
In some holiday countries, water and energy may be in short supply, in particular in the 
summer months, which is due to the extreme dryness in many countries, so that water 
becomes very precious. Please try to save water wherever you can. In case of power 
failure, spare parts for power generators are not always at hand right away, so there 
may be shortage as well. Although many hotels have their own emergency generators, 
we kindly ask for your understanding that power supply cannot be guaranteed without 
interruption.

FTI-Hotel-Ranking: 
**   functional houses, often with furniture typical for the country
***  reliable and popular hotels of middle-class
**** comfort hotels of upper-middle-class
*****   First Class Hotels with upper-class service and outstanding furnishing
******  Luxury hotels with excellent furnishing and perfect service 


